Ronda Rousey
An Exclusive
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Gene LeBell Protégé,
Olympic Judo Medalist
and MMA Fighter
by Stephen Quadros
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I

've been around the fight game practically
since I was born. Like most boys, I watched
boxing with my elders, and I remember seeing a number of great personalities separate
themselves from the combative pack. In past
years, it was Muhammad Ali, Marvin Hagler, Roberto Duran, Julio Cesar Chavez
and Mike Tyson. In recent times, the living legends have come not from boxing but from MMA — men like Anderson Silva, Fedor Emelianenko
and Georges St-Pierre. Unfortunately, women’s boxing and
later women’s MMA never
really took hold.
Things changed in 2012
with the arrival of Ronda
Rousey, the blunt-yet-charismatic Olympic judoka
(bronze medal in 2008)
who has catapulted
herself to the top of
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women’s MMA with only a handful of fights.
Whether it’s her looks, her gift of gab or the fact
that no one has made it past the first round
with her, Rousey has grabbed the attention of
people who didn’t care before.
And she’s ruffled a few feathers along the
way, mainly for seeming to leapfrog over more
experienced fighters in her quest to win a major MMA title. Rousey stepped ahead of former
champ Sarah Kaufman, who at the time had
a record of 15-1 and who had previously defeated Miesha Tate, to challenge Tate for her
Strikeforce women’s bantamweight title. Rousey’s clash with Tate ended as all her fights do
— with a first-round armbar. Her subsequent
bout with Kaufman was the same. One thing
that’s true in any sport is that cocksureness is
acceptable only when you continue winning,
and Rousey has done just that.
What’s the difference between training for
Olympic-level judo and training for MMA?
The main difference in MMA is the individual
attention. I have four coaches, a manager, a
publicist and all these people whose entire
focus is me and making sure I’m in the best
shape. They’re trying to make things as easy
as possible for me so that I’m as prepared as
possible. Whereas training for Olympic judo
is a bunch of athletes kind of vying for the
attention of one coach. I definitely get a lot
more of my needs met in MMA than I ever
did in judo. We’re a whole team trying to cre-

ate this together, as opposed to one person
scrambling to get the resources together to
make the Olympics.
The Olympics must have been a great moment for you. What did you feel before you
stepped onto the mat to compete?
To compete in the Olympics is one of the most
stressful things you can do. I think deep down
I knew that was my last Olympics. I trained my
whole life for it. It wasn’t just my pride; I wanted to prove to myself that everything I had
done wasn’t for nothing. I needed something
tangible to bring home for it. When I realized
it wasn’t going to be a gold medal — after I
lost in the quarterfinals — I was just so angry.
I was enraged to the point where, come hell
or high water, there was no way I was going
to leave that stadium without a medal. There
was nothing anyone could do. Before the
tournament itself, I was hopeful and nervous,
but during my run for the bronze medal, I was
just pretty much enraged.
Fighters have different philosophies for
dealing with anger or fear. What’s your advice for controlling those emotions?
You’re going to go through every single
emotion there is. Fighting is one of the most
intense things out there — that’s why I love
it. There’s no experience like it on earth. It’s
scary, it’s hard and it’s amazing. There’s no
blocking an emotion out. You have an emo-
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tion — you can’t help it. It’s how you deal with
it. I’m fortunate enough that I was raised in a
certain way where the more pressure there
is, the more focused I become.
Your mother Dr. AnnMaria De Mars is a decorated judoka and in 1984 became the first
American to win the World Judo Championships. Did she help you prepare mentally
for the Olympics?
Yeah, my mom did whatever she could. But
I was training out of Boston at the time for a

I think it’s because I forced Miesha into a difficult situation — you can like anyone under
easy circumstances. I forced the match to become controversial and much more nerveracking for the both of us. And that brings out
sides of a person you wouldn’t see normally.
The way Miesha presented herself during the
buildup to that fight really showed a lot of colors that not a lot of people were aware of. It
was a unique and cool experience. I think it’s
actually better in the long run because people
are interested and know a lot of things about

"SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO GO AFTER THE SCARY STUFF TO GET
WHAT YOU WAN T. YOU MIGHT END UP WITH NOTHING, OR YOU MIGHT
END UP WITH ALL YOUR DREAMS COMING TRUE. I'M LUCKY ENOUGH
THAT IT SEEMS I'M FALLING INTO THE LATTER CATEGORY."
few years. I hadn’t been home in a long time.
My mom would do the best she could to give
me words of encouragement. She always
played more of a mentor role than a coach
role for me. There are only so many things
you can say — it’s the Olympics, you’re going
to be nervous.
You’ve had quite an effect on women’s
MMA, and it seems that you’ve drawn more
attention to the sport than any of your fellow competitors. People say that’s because
you’re outspoken, attractive and an Olympian — and you’re undefeated in MMA.
As far as the smack talk goes, no one really saw that in women’s MMA before you
challenged Miesha Tate for the Strikeforce
bantamweight championship. It seems like
each of you brought out something special
in the other. Why was that?
4
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both of us now that they didn’t before, whether it was good or not. There are many more
people who are aware of the sport itself. That
can’t be anything but good.
I think your brashness and pointed comments
are genuine, actually. I’ve seen many people
try to do that because they think they’re going to get paid as a result of being infamous.
Muhammad Ali once said that Gorgeous
George, the pro wrestler, influenced him to
develop some of the outrageousness that he
became known for. Where does your outspoken nature come from?
I just had a very unorthodox upbringing. I
liked pro wrestling when I was a kid; I was a
Rowdy Roddy Piper fan. The way that I speak,
the kind of vernacular that people are used
to hearing from me these days, is a mix of
[that and] growing up in a house of very
blackbeltmag.com
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educated people — my mom has a Ph.D.
and [got a] perfect score on the SATs, my
stepdad’s a rocket scientist, my dad was extremely intelligent, and my sisters have their
masters in journalism and education from
USC and NYU. It’s an unbelievably educated
household, and that’s how I got part of the
way I speak, the way I present my points.
Also, I spend most of my time living in athlete houses, which pretty much is me with a
bunch of guys in their mid-20s. It’s a brash
environment. Guys make themselves comfortable with having a girl around by constantly making fun of her. I could either sit
there and cry or have as many comebacks as
possible. After the Olympics, I started bartending for a year. I became a lot less shy and
was getting used to approaching people and
selling myself. I broke that down psychologically the way that my mother would. (laughs)
You mentioned the academic accomplishments of your parents and your sisters.
What is your highest level of education?
I dropped out of school [my] sophomore
year and I have a GED. I was kind of the black
sheep in my family for a long time, and my
mom was very worried about me. My sisters
thought I was going to be a big loser and a
bum because I just wanted to fight.
When I decided I didn’t want to do judo
anymore, I didn’t know what I wanted to do. I
had a skill I couldn’t use in the workplace, no
education and no work experience. So the
unbeaten path is bumpy. Your parents and
siblings want you to take the most secure
path in life possible. I definitely went an unconventional route, and there was a higher
risk of failure, but that was a risk I was willing to take because I was not meant to sit at
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a desk my whole life. I was unhappy being
at school, and I was unhappy with the possible careers that would be available to me
as an academic. I didn’t feel the need to sit in
school for eight years, making myself miserable so I could get a job I didn’t even want
that much. It didn’t make sense for me.
Sometimes you have to go after the
scary stuff to get what you want. You might
end up with nothing, or you might end up
with all your dreams coming true. I’m lucky
enough that it seems I’m falling into the latter category.
You were unhappy then. Are you happy now?
I’m extremely elated every single day. The
last couple of weeks, every day has been the
best day of my life.
I just watched you working on your standup striking. This is an area some grapplers
have stumbled over when moving into
MMA. Why are you taking to it so well?
My stand-up is developing better than anybody expected because I spend so much time
on it. Also, I train my stand-up not so I become a great stand-up fighter [but] to make
me a more effective grappler. It’s helped me
a lot; I’ve taken pretty much no damage in
any of my fights.
Besides Manny Gamburyan and Karo Parisyan, whom you train with at Hayastan
MMA Academy, who else is a member of
“Team Ronda Rousey”?
My judo coach is … me. (laughs) My striking
coach is Edmond Tarverdyan. Gokor Chivichyan and Gene LeBell are my grappling coaches.
Leo Frincu is my wrestling and conditioning
coach. Darin Harvey is my manager — he
blackbeltmag.com

does a lot, he’s awesome. Everybody at Dynamix MMA helped me out, especially Henry
Akins, who did a lot of work with me on my
ground [skills for the Miesha Tate fight].
How have you dealt with the phenomenon
of “new friends” who come with popularity
and fame?
Things don’t really seem that different. After
my last fight, I just kind of lived in a cave or
sat on my couch or laid in bed for like a week
and a half on end, eating ice cream and playing Donkey Kong and just emerging for caffeine. It was pretty much the same, like back
when I was 16 and hanging out with my
friends. I barred myself away from the outside world at first. It’s weird — I went shopping yesterday and got recognized a few
times, and I got pulled over by the police and
recognized. The only thing different is that I
feel like I have to dress up more when I leave
the house. I feel like someone might stop me
and take a picture. That’s the dumbest thing
I can think of.
When I go home, nothing changes because I surround myself with such a good
group of people. They’re not going to just
tell me what I want to hear. A lot of people
make that mistake: When they become more
successful, they surround themselves with
what my mom likes to call their own press. I
don’t have a bunch of people telling me how
awesome I am. I have a bunch of people telling me everything I need to work on.
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Were you born with thick skin?
No, I’m extremely sensitive. I cry a lot. I’m a
big crier. I will cry over spilled milk — ask my
mom. I used to cry at every single practice for
years, in front of everyone. Ask Manny and
Karo. From 2002 to 2005, I cried every single
night. I would cry because I was so frustrated. It wasn’t that I was in pain or anything. It’s
that I wanted to do better.
It seems that women are held to a different
standard in MMA: Not only do they have to
win, but they also have to be attractive and
sexy. What are your thoughts on this?
I don’t think there are different standards.
I think that every little thing helps. I think
that social networking helps and interviews
help. You don’t have to be outspoken; just
be yourself in a consistent way so people
feel like they know you and can relate to
you. And looks help. And connections help.
And facilities help. And your coaching staff
helps. Looks are just one of many things that
help you be successful in MMA. You could
not have looks and have every single one of
those other things and be a superstar. I think,
of course, winning helps the most.
About the author: Known as “The Fight Professor” to his TV fans, Stephen Quadros has
worked as an MMA commentator and interviewer for 15 years. He’s also an actor and freelance writer based in the Los Angeles area. Follow him at Twitter.com/StephenQuadros.
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Books & DVDs You Might Like!
WINNING ON THE GROUND
by AnnMaria De Mars and James Pedro Sr.

In Winning on the Ground: Training and Techniques for Judo and MMA Fighters, authors AnnMaria De Mars
and James Pedro Sr. present a variety of drills — demonstrated by Ronda Rousey and Kayla Harrison, among others — to help beginners and even experienced judo players (or grapplers or mixed
martial artists) win matches on the mat. 200 pgs.
(ISBN: 978-0-89750-205-4)
Book Code 527—Retail $18.95

TRAINING FOR COMPETITION: JUDO
by Hayward Nishioka

This extensive handbook by Hayward Nishioka offers new challengers and
longtime defenders a fresh perspective on how to condition oneself mentally
and physically for judo competition. 168 pgs. (ISBN: 978-0-89750-194-1)
Book Code 517—Retail $19.95

JUDO

by Hayward Nishioka

Hayward Nishioka teaches proper breakfalls, 15 of judo’s primary
throws, grappling skills (chokes, armbars, pins and holds),
throws and counter-throws, and many other winning techniques.
Part 1 (Approx. 45 min.) DVD Code 7609—Retail $29.95
Part 2 (Approx. 59 min.) DVD Code 7619—Retail $29.95
Part 3 (Approx. 45 min.) DVD Code 7629—Retail $29.95
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